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How To Suck Cock Like An Expert 

By Okeanos GR (Κύριος Ωκεανός) 

Version 1.4 
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Introduction 

When you set out to perform a task which is highly valued but not easy, it takes a certain 
level of passion about what you are doing in order to overcome the difficulties and get “a 
job well done”. So, it should come as no surprise that the best cock sucker is the 
enthusiastic cock sucker, and the number one tip on how to suck cock like an expert is 
simply to love doing it. If you are so and so with the idea of sucking cock, and you are 
hoping to achieve better results by learning tricks and techniques, this guide will be 
useful to you, but I would dare say that you have far more to gain by working with 
yourself to steer your mindset to be more positive about it, than by reading how-to 
guides. If you like cock sucking, work with yourself to come to love doing it. If you 
already love doing it, consider wanting to die for it. 

I cannot give advice on how a person might modify their own mindset towards a certain 
activity, especially considering that I, being a heterosexual male, have never performed 
this activity, but I might be able to point you to a useful direction. Let me begin by 
deconstructing something. There is this widely accepted piece of alleged wisdom which 
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says that “if you love your man, and if you understand how much this pleases him, then 
you should love doing it”. I am not going to say that this is false, but it is arguably not a 
very convincing argument, and it is demonstrably not the entire truth. 

Many girls who are good at cock sucking will give a masterful blowjob to a guy whom 
they have just met, or whom they are only now beginning to get to know. It is not 
because they love him, nor because they find it important that he enjoys the absolute best 
a man can enjoy, at least not yet. They love doing it for its own sake, and they would not 
give a mediocre blowjob even if they were asked to. Some take pride in performing a task 
which is so highly sought after, and executing it to perfection. Some entertain the idea 
that they know the ultimate trick to seduce a man, the spell which will render themselves 
irresistible to him forever after. Others say that they take joy in demonstrating what an 
exquisite level of sluttiness they have achieved. Yet others simply savor the brutality of 
the act in a masochistic, self-sacrificial way. Some even say that they enjoy sucking cock 
so much, that they can reach orgasm, or some sort of orgasm, just from doing it.  

So, are they all sluts who play an unfair game by setting men up to have unreasonably 
high expectations about oral sex?  I am not going to answer this question for you, instead 
I will point out that obviously, they (and their men) are enjoying it, so it cannot really be 
that bad, can it? 

This cock sucking guide was written by a guy, so technically, it only accurately presents 
how to best suck the cock of just that one guy. However, I am quite a typical male in 
most respects, (at least with regards to my sexuality,) so I speculate that this guide is also 
applicable to sucking the cocks of millions upon millions of other guys out there, with 
what I would suspect to be a pretty high degree of accuracy. 

I have written this guide using heterosexual narrative, because referring to the giving 
partner in a gender-neutral way all the time would have been awkward, but of course, a 
lot of the information included herein can be useful to homosexuals too. 

The 5 Senses 

Your number one goal in cock sucking is, of course, to give him a great orgasm. Your 
number two goal, however, is to make the job easy on you, because if the job is harder 
than it needs to be, then you are not going to enjoy it, and if you do not enjoy it then you 
are not going to do it very well, and you are not going to want to repeat it very often.   

Cock sucking can be physically exhausting, so a big part of doing it like an expert lies in 
reducing the toll that the whole process takes on you. This guide will mention some tricks 
to lessen physical strain, but the number one trick is of course to shorten the duration of 
the act, that is, to bring your man to orgasm sooner rather than later.  
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The trick to get him to come quickly is to provide him with not only the tactile sensations 
that your mouth can deliver to his cock, but also with abundant additional stimulation in 
every way possible; to utilize every single opportunity to turn him on; to saturate all five 
of his senses with everything pleasurable that you can throw at him; to use not only your 
lips and a hand, but your entire face and both hands; and your ass; and your boobs; and to 
dirty-talk to him whenever your mouth is not stuffed with dick; and more, which I will 
talk about later. Once you have decided to get down on your knees and do it, you might 
as well do it well enough so that it will be quick, and therefore easier on you. I would not 
frown upon the notion of blowjob as a ceremony, but I think I find more usefulness in the 
notion of blowjob as a quickie. 

So, stimulating his senses: 

1) The Sense of Sight 

Men tend to be highly visual. As a matter of fact, men are visual to such a terrific 
degree that women find it hard to grasp. Hint: one of the great industries of our times, 
the porn industry, owes its continued existence exclusively to this tiny little fact: men 
are insanely visual. So, providing your man with eye candy is one of the most useful 
tricks at your disposal for bringing him to orgasm quickly. Lots of advice throughout 
this guide revolves around just that, but here are some of the basics: 

• Position yourself in such a way that as many as possible of your “goods” are 
visible to him. He should be able to see your face, your ass, your thighs, your 
waist, also at times your boobs, and most importantly, he should be able to watch, 
whenever possible, his dick vanishing between your lips. 

• Suck cock with the lights turned on brightly. Yes, dim light is romantic, whatever, 
the important thing is that not a single one of your curves should be obscured, and 
no unflattering shadows should be cast on your face. 

• Consider bedroom mirrors; they take visual stimulation to a whole new level. And 
then they multiply it by two. 

• Smile, whenever your mouth is free. Not a silly grin, nor an evil smirk, nor 
anything else that might be indicative of unease, but a gentle, broad, warm smile. 

• Consider every once in a while doing it wearing anything from a little makeup to 
full makeup. Take a hint from the fact that another word for blowjob is “face 
fucking”: use your face to your advantage. 

• Every once in a while do it wearing something different. It can of course be one 
of those pieces of attire broadly considered as “sexy”, like garter belts and fishnet 
stockings, but it does not have to; it can very well be something more on the 
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ordinary side, like full jewelry; or a beauty pageant’s tiara; or a man’s tie; or a 
tiny bolero; or a pair of leg warmers; or even just a belt; whatever, as long as it 
adds a little twist. 

2) The Sense of Hearing 

As I will explain later, cock sucking involves more activities than just literally 
sucking cock, so during some of the time your mouth will be free. That’s when you 
can put it to other uses.  Namely, dirty talk. 

Unlike other sexual activities, dirty talk is highly cerebral, so it can touch different 
people in vastly different ways, and certain things that you might say have the 
potential of rubbing him the wrong way. For example, someone might dislike being 
referred to as “daddy” in a sexual context. What makes matters worse is that when 
engaging in dirty talk it is hard to receive feedback about how well you are doing: if 
you say something and he moans, it was probably good; but if you are not doing very 
well, he has no way of letting you know, and it is not like he will tell you to shut up. 
So, in this area you need to proceed with caution. 

There exist some simple, generally agreeable vocalizations that are almost sure 
winners, for example “give it to me baby”, “would you like to come in my mouth?”, 
“please come in my mouth”, “I need you to come in my mouth” etc. My advice is to 
start with some of these, and ask him afterwards how he found them and what he 
would have liked different, and go from there. 

Also, pleasing his auditory sense is not limited to just dirty talking. The way you sigh, 
the way you go ooh and aah, even the way you breathe, if you do so audibly, can all 
play a significant role in turning him on and bringing him closer to orgasm. 

3) The Sense of Touch 

Satisfying his tactile sense mostly requires action on his behalf, but it is up to you to 
choose the right position for the blowjob so as to accommodate such action. He may 
wish to run his fingers through your hair, or caress your cheeks, or grip your throat, or 
feel your lips as they wrap around his dick, but let’s be realistic, the main thing he is 
likely to want to do is to grab your boobs. The popular position where the man is 
standing and the woman is kneeling in front of him might look very good in porn, but 
it prevents any boob grabbing whatsoever from taking place. So, consider choosing a 
different position, for example him sitting on the bed with his back resting on pillows 
propped against the headboard, and you in front of him on your knees and elbows. 
This way he can lean slightly forward to cup your boobs, or he can lean back to 
admire your face at work. 

4) The Senses of Taste and Smell 
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Yes, even these two can be taken care of. Does he have a favorite drink? Scotch? 
Chardonnay? Stout? Earl Grey? Pour him a glass and hand it to him at the very last 
moment before going down on him. Don’t just point at the glass and go “there it is”; 
hand it to him.  Similarly, if he smokes, light one up and offer it. (Cigar, Sir?) Let him 
know that this is all about him. If during your performance he likes (as I do) to keep 
both of his hands busy with any part of you that can be grabbed, he will probably take 
no more than a sip or two, so yes, of course, it is not so much about the taste, it is 
more about the act of servitude: expressions of this kind are not only greatly 
appreciated, both at a rational and at an emotional level, but they also cause huge 
arousal. Congratulations, you have just dropped a sexual stimulation bomb on him, 
and you have not even started yet! As an added bonus, by doing this you will later be 
able to brag about having satisfied all five of his senses. 

Preparation 

Cock sucking is generally performed in two distinctly different scenarios: either as part of 
the act of sex (first he satisfies you, then you satisfy him) or as an act of sex in and of 
itself (you selflessly set out to satisfy him.) This guide follows the second scenario, since 
it includes all of the advice pertinent to the first scenario, and some more. Note that I am 
not even considering the “69” position (satisfying each other simultaneously) : 69 is 
grossly overrated because a good lover will focus on what they are doing in order to 
please their partner, so they are unlikely to pay attention to what is being done to them, 
meaning that 69 tends to be a waste of time for both parties involved: a lot of work 
yielding very little pleasure. 

Unless you want to retain the element of surprise, let him know beforehand that you  
intend to suck his dick. Ask Sir if Sir would like to have his dick sucked, (of course he 
will say yes,) and let him know that you are going to get ready and be back in ten 
minutes. This guide is not meant to be humorous, but this bit might sound funny: 

Doing so will give him the chance to go wash himself. 

This is important because a) it is disparaging to a man’s dignity to be told to do so, no 
matter how politely, and b) in order for you to perform the best you can, the overall cock 
sucking experience must be as pleasant for you as possible, no? 

Prepare things. Shut the blinds, uncover the bed, set up the pillows, put a towel in the 
right place, etc. All he should have to do is sit down and provide his cock to be sucked. If 
you use hair bands to keep your hair from getting into your face, make sure to have them 
handy, so that you will not have to interrupt the act to go get them later. A good place is 
around your wrist. If your relationship is such that you combine sex with pain, take the 
crop out of the toy chest and place it where it is going to be within his reach, should he 
decide to use it. If you happen to have your period, wear the sexiest panties that are 
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capable of fully concealing the rag, or, better yet, wear a tampon and skip the panties 
altogether.  If you do not normally use tampons, keep some around just for these 
occasions. 

Prelude 

A blowjob can begin with a prelude. Greet him with a mouth wide open and the tongue 
slightly extended. Pretend for a moment that you are one of those inflatable sex dolls with 
the permanently gaping mouth. Invite him to put his finger inside; suck on it; let him 
explore; if you can deepthroat, then take his finger all the way in, giving him a preview of 
what you are going to be doing with his cock shortly. 

If given the opportunity, (if he happens to be sitting on a chair, or at the edge of the bed,) 
get down on your knees and get him started with some Spanish. This is the position 
where you put his dick between your breasts and then you thrust your entire torso up and 
down like crazy. It is not very pleasurable in and of itself, but it has great visual value, 
because it allows the woman to show her eagerness to please her man with her entire 
pulsating body. Plus, she is fondling her own boobs in front of him, what could be hotter 
than that? Don’t forget to let some saliva drip between your breasts to keep things 
lubricated. Some enjoy the gesticulation of spitting, others (like me) do not, but whatever 
you do, try to be swift: avoid spending too much time in doing things that provide 
minimal pleasure, like applying saliva, and maximize time spent on doing pleasurable 
things, like dancing with his cock tucked between your boobs. 

Try to resist, if possible, your desire to hug and cuddle right before you get down to 
business. Many a woman feels the need to receive assurances about her man’s true 
feelings as she is just about to go down on him, so she introduces an affection-demanding 
intermission right at that moment. It is natural and understandable, albeit not very smart, 
because at that moment a man will say any words necessary and do virtually anything it 
takes to get her to proceed, so there are zero guarantees about his sincerity. Of course, no 
well-intended man would refuse or even be annoyed by such a request, but what I am 
trying to describe here is the perfect blowjob, and in the perfect blowjob you do not let 
your man wait. There will be plenty of time for communication and affection afterwards, 
during cuddling, so get down to business now. 

If you must chit-chat with him, at least do it while keeping things interesting for him, like 
caressing his cock, or fondling your boobs; if his dick goes flaccid while you babble, you 
should consider it a severe personal failure of yours. 

Positioning 

Assume your position in front of him so that your spine is perfectly straight, and your 
body is in a completely straight line with respect to his body. I suppose there are many 
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men out there who would not notice, let alone care for such a thing, but the general 
reasoning of this guide is that if I do notice and care about something, then there must 
undoubtedly be many other men out there who also do. Yes, it is kind of weird; yes, it 
sounds like something that Sheldon Cooper would fret about; but all men do, to some 
extent, harbor a Sheldon Cooper inside them. Achieving perfect alignment with his body 
may not be easy, especially if the bed sheet is not imprinted with geometric patterns 
which could serve as points of reference, so invite him to guide you to the right position. 
The stronger the Sheldon is with him, the more accurately he will want to position you, 
so be responsive to his guidance and do not be surprised if you are asked to make what 
might appear to you as infinitesimally small adjustments to your posture until he is 
satisfied with it. 

Reducing Stress (Mouth vs. Hands) 

In the (utopically) ideal blowjob his dick goes into your mouth right away and does not 
exit until he has come. If he is exceptionally easy to please, or if you have extraordinary 
stamina, this can work; but for lots of couples, for a lot of the time, this is unrealistic. 
Using your mouth to deliver strokes to a man’s cock requires rapid violent movements of 
your head, which can be very taxing on your neck. You can reduce the stress on your 
neck by distributing part of the movement to your waist, legs, and arms, but then you are 
going to be shaking your entire body, so overall you will be exerting even more physical 
force; it will be less taxing on your neck, but it will still make your body tired after a 
while. Things are only made worse in long term relationships where having frequent sex 
with your man and additionally giving him blowjobs in between keeps him fairly 
sexually satisfied, so he does not come very easily: each time it takes many long minutes 
of hard work to get his cork to pop. So, in a realistic blowjob you are likely to be 
delivering strokes with your mouth for a minute or so, then switching to your hand for 
another minute, then again with your mouth, and so on until he comes. 

As a general rule you will be starting with your hand, while your mouth will only be 
coming into play later; however, it is a good idea to ostentatiously deepthroat him all the 
way once or twice right in the beginning, in order to set the tone for the rest of the 
performance. Generally, the deepthroating is what he is mostly looking forward to enjoy 
out of this whole process, so giving him a small taste of it right away saves him from 
becoming impatient and anxious about the question of when it is going to start. 

Deepthroating 

The ultimate pleasure for a man is to feel his entire dick snuggly tucked inside your throat 
while your lips are pressing against his pubic area around the base of his cock. It is by far 
the number one thing you can do to make a blowjob immensely pleasurable to just about 
any man, and it is said that once a man has known deepthroating, he can never again in 
his life enjoy shallow oral play. Unfortunately, not all women want, or can, or know how 
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to do it, and my suspicion is that the percentage of men who do not care for it is much 
smaller than the percentage of women who are not into it. Luckily, it is an ability that can 
be acquired; it takes four things. 

• Requirement number one in order to learn to deepthroat is to really, really want to 
learn to deepthroat.  If you are just thinking of it as a necessary evil, better leave it to 
others, and try to look for men who do not care for it. It might be tough to find such 
men, but probably not nearly as tough as an endeavor to learn to deepthroat without 
really, really wanting to. 

• Requirement number two is to realize that the gag reflex, which is what makes 
deepthroating so difficult, is meant to protect you from accidentally choking on 
unchewed food that might get stuck in your throat and block your airways, but it 
serves absolutely no survival purpose when it comes to dicks: it is impossible for a 
dick to get stuck in your throat, because you can always pull your head back, and the 
dick will always come out, because its other end is attached to a man. It is no 
accident that the phrases “choking on cock” and “gagging on cock” actually mean 
“deepthroating”: there is no risk of confusion here, because the literal sense is an 
impossibility. So, the gag reflex is not only useless, but actually an obstacle to 
pleasure, therefore it is your enemy, and you need to fight it, and subdue it. 

• Requirement number three is willingness to practice. Lots of practice, either on a 
dildo or, better yet, on a man who is selflessly willing to loan his dick to you for this 
noble cause. Now, the practice basically consists of shoving the cock deep into your 
mouth and repeatedly triggering your gag reflex so as to learn to control it and to 
desensitize yourself to it, but of course, from the point of view of the man on whom 
you are practicing, this does feel a lot like real deepthroating action, so it is no 
wonder that most ladies learn to deepthroat on unsuspecting inexperienced young 
men who are thinking “wow, the bitch has done it before!” oblivious to the fact that 
she is learning as she goes. All they know is that it feels like heaven. 

• Overcoming your gag reflex may be the most important step towards deepthroating, 
but it is not the whole story yet. By itself, it will only allow you to take dick in as 
deep as the back of your mouth, which is formidably better than just taking it between 
your tongue and your palate, but still, it is only deep enough to fully accommodate 
the smallest of dicks. If your man is reasonably endowed, you will find that his dick 
hits against the back of your mouth before your lips have had a chance to run the full 
length of his shaft. It does not completely fit. You are not really deepthroating him 
yet. To perform real deepthroating, you need to meet the fourth and final requirement: 
to get his cock past the back of your mouth and down into your actual throat. This can 
be accomplished by bringing your mouth in a straight line with your throat, and it is 
what sword swallowers do in their shows, with formidable effects. You can achieve it 
by tilting your head to look straight up while standing, or straight ahead of you if 
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prone. Doing so will enable you to fully accommodate a cock of any length. For even 
better results, you can stick your tongue as far as possible out of your mouth from 
underneath his dick, thus leaving more room inside your mouth for his dick to slip 
vertically against the back of your mouth and find its way down into your throat. This 
has the pleasant side effect of tickling his balls with your tongue while fully 
deepthroated, a sensation which he is likely to find exhilarating. 

One quick little word of caution here: during deepthroating the dick may, on some odd 
occasion, act like a pump and draw gastric fluid from your stomach. If this happens to 
you, do not panic; it is not a medical emergency, is just an unfortunate, yucky thing that 
can sometimes spoil the fun. Next time try a slightly different position that might prevent 
it, or try deepthroating with different stomach content. Guys: no, she did not puke on 
you! Be a nice chap, and do not make her feel bad about it. 

Teeth 

Another important thing to pay attention to is the issue of teeth. The dick is a highly 
sensitive organ, and the more you stimulate it, more sensitive it becomes, so the slightest 
touch against something hard like teeth is bound to cause discomfort. During orgasm the 
dick becomes hypersensitive, so an encounter with teeth at that moment will cause him 
considerable pain, in the worst possible place, and at the worst possible moment. There 
may exist some men who don’t mind the teeth so much, but for most, teeth are a major 
cause of dulled or failed orgasms. 

The front teeth are easy to take care of: you can prevent his dick from touching them by 
wrapping your lips slightly inwards. The problem is with the back teeth: a big fat cock 
violently thrusting in and out of a tiny girl’s mouth runs a considerable danger of 
touching molars. In order to reduce the chances of that happening, you need to employ a 
slightly more advanced trick: dropping the jaw. This consists of not only opening your 
mouth wide, but also vertically stretching the joints at the base of your jaw, thus 
achieving a greater clearance between your upper and lower molars than if you were only 
opening your mouth. This dropping of the jaw is something that you are already doing 
naturally each and every time you yawn, so it just takes a bit of practice to learn to do it 
on demand, and for prolonged durations. 

Another quick word of caution: dropping the jaw may, on a rare occasion, cause the jaw 
muscles to cramp. If this ever happens, do not be embarrassed; your man should show 
understanding and be thankful to you for the great lengths that you go for his pleasure, 
which may even prove painful at times. Guys, if she gets a jaw cramp, be nice and call it 
off; don’t expect her to try again as soon as the pain goes away, because it is very likely 
to come back. There will be another day. 
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By the Hand 

So, you are now holding his cock in your hand, and you have already deepthroated it 
once or twice to set the mood right; what now? 

For as long as his cock is still dry, you should generally avoid doing anything harsher 
than simply caressing it. Start applying plenty of saliva to it, and only proceed with full-
force strokes when it is sufficiently slippery. 

In the beginning you will want to be playful, alternating between delivering strokes and 
doing other things to tease him. I am not going to provide a list of teasers here, because 
there really is no end to them, and because they are, well, a bit off-topic; I will only 
mention one teaser, which is kind of special:  

Try lubricating the head of his dick (glans penis) excessively, and then gently but rapidly 
fumbling it with your fingers or with your entire palm cupped above it like a hat. This is 
extraordinarily titillating, so much so that it generally should not be performed for more 
than a few seconds at a time, because it can literally be too much of a good thing. My 
advice is to not do this very often, because repeated application of extreme sensations can 
cause desensitization over time. So, probably not more than once or twice in one sitting, 
and not every single time you have sex with him. (Note: it may not necessarily work on 
circumcised men.) 

Whatever you do to tease him, do not get carried away;  pretty soon you will want to start 
focusing on delivering strokes at a steady pace and with a constant force, because in order 
for him to reach orgasm, you will first have to establish a predictable, assuring regularity 
in your movements, which is the opposite of playfulness. 

Your grip should be firm and somewhat tight, so as to feel each tiny bump on the surface 
of the cock, and to make a slight but distinct click each time the corona slides through the 
ring formed by your thumb and index finger. When you are stroking a dick by hand you 
are pulling back and forth the protective skin which envelopes the cock, while the cock 
stays of course in place. A similar thing happens when the cock is thrusting inside your 
vagina, only then it is the cock which moves, while the surrounding skin stays relatively 
in place. Cocks are generally equipped with a lot more skin than just enough to cover 
their length, precisely so that this movement can take place; however, the skin is not 
endless, so you need to be gripping the cock at the right position along its length, 
otherwise you will be running out of skin before your hand reaches the top or the bottom 
of the stroke, causing an unpleasant yank of either the glans or the pubis. The right 
position to grip is around a third of the way from the tip to the base, but you can easily 
find it yourself by holding the cock, say, in the middle, and making sure that during the 
first couple of strokes your grip is loose, so that as soon as you run out of skin your hand 
will slide over the stretched skin and come to the right position instead of yanking. If he 
is circumcised, ask him, because there are bound to be some differences. 
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If your man sports a nice, full, rock-solid erection, you should be applying a gentle but 
firm constant downward pressure to his dick to keep it pointed slightly below the angle 
that it would normally have if it was just freely erect. For example, if your man’s dick is 
pointing slightly upward as he is standing, you want to be applying enough downward 
pressure to keep it roughly horizontal. Check with him one day (not necessarily on first 
blowjob) to find out what is his ideal pressure, and therefore his ideal angle. Then, try to 
position yourself in front of his dick according to that ideal angle, instead of holding the 
dick at whatever angle is suitable to your position. Of course, this only applies if his 
erection is solid; if not, then there is no point in any of this, just hold it in whatever way 
you can so that it does not wobble. 

Each stroke should be bold, swift, and full, meaning that it should run the entire length of 
the dick, from the very top to the very bottom, leaving no part of the dick uncovered. 
When your hand reaches the lowest point of the stroke, it should bump against his pubic 
area: not hard, but probably slightly harder than “gently”. When your hand reaches the 
upper end of the stroke, only your curled pinkie should remain in contact with his dick; 
the rest of your palm should hang empty above the dick, and it should ideally be 
enveloping your always extended tongue and picking saliva from it to keep the dick 
lubricated. 

Finally, the strokes should be fast. Ask your man how fast he likes it, and be prepared to 
be surprised, because on average, men tend to like it somewhat faster and more brutal 
than women tend to imagine they would. 

Both Hands 

If your man happens to have an exceptionally huge dick, you might want to read the 
above instructions substituting “both hands” wherever a single hand is mentioned; but if 
your man is not a satyr, then you are going to have a free hand. Well, do not let it idle, 
put it to use! The most natural use for your other hand is to cup his balls. I could write 
pages on just how to place your hand under his balls, and precisely how to hold them, and 
exactly how to tug them, etc. but I suspect that every man out there has his own very 
specific way in which he likes this particular thing done, so better ask. What you should 
take home from this guide is that you should not forget to use both hands, and you should 
not forget to ask him how. Perhaps not on first blowjob, but soon afterwards. If at any 
moment you have a hand sitting idle, you are doing it wrong. 

Guys: if she is using both hands, then obviously, she has no free hand to brush her hair 
out of her face. Even if she is wearing a hair band, some small hairs will be getting in her 
face from time to time, so be nice and keep brushing these hairs aside for her, and tucking 
them behind her ears. You would not want her to have to suddenly halt what she is doing 
in order to fix some annoying hair, would you? 
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Points of Style 

Tactile stimulation delivered to his cock is of course the main thing what will eventually 
make him come, but it is a good idea to also take care of some points of style that will 
provide purely visual pleasure to him and help him come faster. 

1) Position the various parts of your body in interesting ways:  

a) Prop your ass up. Let him enjoy the view. Show him that this little slut is here to 
tease him and please him in every way possible, including visually. 

b) Open your thighs wider than you normally would, in a promiscuous way, or bring 
them tightly together, in a perversely timid and thus even more promiscuous way. 

c) Make sure to always bend your spine; not like an arch, but rather like a hammock. 
Never arch your spine, it is very unsexy. 

2) Smile. Cock sucking is something that you do with your face, so naturally, every little 
thing that you do with your face counts. Smiling happens to be the nicest thing that a 
human can do with their face at any time, and cock sucking time is no exception. I 
know that I have already mentioned smiling in this guide; I am repeating myself 
because it is one of those things worth repeating. 

3) Try to keep your mouth wide open, as if you are ready to catch his hot load at any 
moment. This is wonderfully inviting, and outrageously slutty. It is the kind of thing 
that “good” girls will not do, so guys usually see it in porn flicks and sigh with envy. 
So, be the girl that does it. If you can keep your mouth wide open while still donning 
a smile, that’s great; otherwise, try frequently alternating between inviting with a 
wide open mouth and smiling with just a fairly open mouth. Show him how eager you 
are to receive his semen; make him crazy from the desire to see his dick vanish deep 
inside that open mouth. 

4) Every once in a while look up and establish eye contact with him for a few seconds at 
a time. In doing this, try, if you can, not to frown, nor cause excessive wrinkles on 
your forehead. Consult with a mirror to get an idea of how high up you can look 
without frowning; if you need to look any higher, you will need to tilt your head 
upwards. If you are in a face down, ass up position, you might need to temporarily lie 
down flat in order to do this, and generally, it should be okay with him to forfeit the 
view of your propped up ass for a little while in order to enjoy some eye contact with 
you. Try not to over-do it though; this is a blowjob, not a staring contest, so after a 
few seconds let go. When eye contact is over, be a good girl and assume your 
previous position with your ass propped high up. 
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While doing all this, try to maintain an overall modest attitude, suitable for someone who 
is providing a service. Remember, what you are doing there is not all about you, it is all 
about him. Do not perform your tricks in a bragging way; do not draw attention to 
yourself and to how skillful you are; focus on his pleasure and on applying your skills to 
maximize it. Make it look professional. You can brag to your heart’s content later, during 
cuddling. In light of this, rethink other points that you have already read in this guide: 
remember the part suggesting that you hand him a glass with his favorite drink right 
before going down on him?  Do not do it the way of the diva; do not even do it the way of 
the overly attached girlfriend; do it the way of the upscale restaurant waitress. 

By the Mouth 

At some point you will be taking his dick into your mouth. Again, the first time you 
receive him this way it is nice to be playful for a little while. As a suggestion for one of 
the myriad of different ways in which you can be playful, look up Sylvia Saint, a famous 
porn star of the late 90’s and early 00’s and find one of her blowjob videos. I am not 
saying that she is exceptionally good at it, (she is not even taking it that deep,) but she 
does have her very unique trademark twisty-screwy way of doing it, which can be very 
nice as a teaser. 

After a bit of playfulness, it will be time to focus on a steady rhythm in order to start 
leading him towards orgasm. The strokes delivered by your mouth should ideally be as 
fast and as violent as they were when you were using your hand, but in actuality it is 
humanly impossible to be as rigorous with your neck as with your hand, so just go as fast 
and as hard as you can, and hope for the best. Yes, this means very fast and very hard; it 
literally gives meaning to the term “breakneck speed”; nobody said that expert cock 
sucking is easy. 

Again, the strokes need to be full, meaning along the entire length of the dick. If you can 
deepthroat, then each time you push down, your lips and nose should be diving into his 
pubis, while each time you pull up, his corona should momentarily be popping just barely 
outside your lips, keeping only the glans inside. You do not need to use a hand, and as a 
matter of fact you should not, because the entire length of his dick should be free for your 
lips to slide over. If you cannot deepthroat, then you will probably want to be using your 
hand as an extension of your mouth. Doing so gives part of the sensation of deepthroat, in 
that you can stroke all the way down to the base of his cock, albeit with a much shorter 
length of stroke. 

Of course, at some point you will get tired.  When that happens, switch back to delivering 
strokes with your hand, as your neck and the rest of your body recuperates. It is 
preferable that when you switch from mouth to hand and vice versa you do not lose 
rhythm or skip a beat. 
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The Orgasm 

When he comes, make sure that he does so inside your mouth and not in your hand. Your 
mouth is generally a much more comfortable place for his hypersensitive throbbing cock 
to be ejaculating into. This is what makes most of the difference between a luxurious 
blowjob and a lowly handjob. So, when you sense his orgasm commencing, hurry to take 
him in your mouth. However, try not to over-react, since anything non-gentle, irregular, 
or out of the normal course of things may dull his orgasm. 

Also, make sure not to rush him. If you dive to receive him in your mouth, thinking that 
he is coming, while he is not quite there yet, the eagerness of your gesture might actually 
cause him to come right on the spot, but it will be premature, and therefore not as 
pleasurable as it would be if you had let him come at his own pace. So, do not go for it 
unless you are sure he has really started coming. You can generally tell that his orgasm is 
about to start when his cock sprays out a semi-transparent, runny pre-emission. This 
spray does not signal that his orgasm has started, it just tells you that it is very imminent. 
(It also tells you that he has reached the point of no return, meaning that if you were to 
stop cold right then, he would have a so-called dry orgasm, which is a synonym to 
catastrophe.) From the moment you see this spray you can probably deliver one, maybe 
even two full strokes before it is really time to gulp him down. In any case, it may be 
better to be a bit late, and to receive a single stroke’s worth of cumshot in your face, 
rather than to risk rushing him by going for it too early. 

Of course some men might prefer, or might on occasion prefer, to come in your hand, 
perhaps shooting their semen all over your face, or on your breasts, or perhaps even as 
they stroke their own cock; whatever. Do expect variations. 

As he comes he will probably be moaning, or at the very least breathing quite audibly. 
You should pay close attention to his vocalizations because they are your means of 
monitoring the progress of his orgasm and adjusting the speed and force of your strokes 
accordingly. For as long as his moaning goes strong, you should keep going strong. He 
may switch from moaning to groaning, to roaring, to laughing, to gasping etc but 
whatever vocalizations he is making, if they continue to be about as fast and loud as 
when he started, then you should keep your pace and ardor undiminished. As the sounds 
start to slow down and become less loud, you should be slowing down your tempo and 
reducing your force, in order to maintain parity with the gradual abatement of his orgasm. 
Upon his last quiet moans your head should be gently coming to rest. 

When his orgasm is over, one very nice touch on your behalf is to stay still with his dick 
still in your mouth, at the deepest point at which you can still breathe, and wait there for a 
little while. Just sit and wait. Feel his breath slowly returning back to normal, and receive 
the last few drops of semen that will be given off by the final few post-orgasm 
palpitations of his cock. He will just love you for that. Well, I would at any rate. Let him 
signal to you when it is okay to raise your head. 
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The Ensuing Mess 

The hallmark of perfection in cock sucking is when all the semen is swallowed, and the 
cock is licked sparkling clean. It is the height of luxury. Strictly speaking, however, it is 
not necessary. During orgasm a man can hardly tell whether you are swallowing his 
semen or you are letting it flow through the sides of your mouth, so the difference is 
mainly in the ensuing mess. Therefore, if you would much rather avoid swallowing, then 
go ahead and let the semen flow; it ought to not be a big issue for him. It is nonetheless 
worth repeating that swallowing it all constitutes the cherry on top of the pie which 
makes it perfect. 

If you do not swallow, then make sure to wipe his dick with a soft towel. You may rub it 
against the skin that envelopes his cock, including the foreskin, but you should never rub, 
only gently tap, the far more sensitive corona and glans. There is no need to be 
meticulous about it, as the goal is not to make him completely clean, but to simply 
prevent dripping on the bed sheets while cuddling. He will of course go wash later. 

Also, as his dick becomes flaccid, some more drops of semen that were trapped inside are 
likely to flow out of it, so a few minutes into the cuddling be sure to follow up with one 
more quick touch of the towel or lick of the tongue. 

Many women are perfectly comfortable with semen, others not so much. If you have 
semen in your throat which you would like to make go away, try eating something: 
consuming solid food works much better than drinking liquid. So, for example, have a 
doughnut ready by the side of the bed, and treat yourself to it. 

A Word to the Wise 

Once you find yourself comfortably cuddling next to him, with his semen still lining your 
mouth and covering your lips and teeth, try slightly inching towards his face, in a way 
ever so faintly suggestive of a desire to kiss. If he does anything other than eagerly 
meeting you half way and kissing you, with tongue and all, then you might want to 
reconsider whether he deserved any of that which you just went through for him. 
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